Here’s what our customers had to say:
“The staff were excellent. No complaints can be found. I will recommend the company.”
~ Garnet S., Armstrong, BC

“Greenwood HAO Goodair did a very professional estimate using square footage of home to know what
furnace we needed. We are pleased with furnace and service. Thank you.
~ Marilyn S., Vernon, BC

“We had a great experience. The staff were friendly and professional. Thanks for a great experience.”
~ Lisa P., Armstrong, BC

“Good Job!” ~ Ross C., Kelowna, BC

“Happy with install.” ~ Jaci G., Vernon, BC

“Very good workers.” ~ Dave M., Coldstream, BC

“Super service and we will highly recommend you to others.” ~ Ellen K., Vernon, BC

“Installation was done promptly and efficiently. We are happy with our new furnace.” ~ Jack B., Vernon, BC

“Very pleased with how quickly job was done. Never would have known they were there except the big
shiny furnace, everything was tidy.” ~ Laura-Lee T., Vernon, BC

“Installers were very clean and courteous.” ~ Mar T., Vernon, BC

“Tenants happy, everything was left neat and tidy.” ~ Roy K., Lumby, BC

“Very pleased with installation.” ~ Willaim R., Enderby, BC

“Good job, well done!” ~ Barrie M., Vernon, BC

“Installer was very nice and efficient. They worked very hard. Cleaned up the worksite very well.”
~ Jamie R., Vernon, BC

“Al very professional, helpful and informative.” ~ Darlene F., Armstrong

“Very nice people and knowledgeable.” ~ Pat I., Vernon, BC

“We were very happy with the work. We would highly recommend your company.” ~ Florine S., Vernon

“We have just had a great experience dealing with your company and employees and thought you
would like to know about it. We have a holiday home on Silver Star and our fireplace died. Al was very
pleasant and conscientious. The problem has now been resolved to our satisfaction and we also learned
the correct way to clean our fireplace glass. We will not hesitate to recommend your company to our
neighbours.” ~ Judy M., Silver Star, Vernon, BC

“All around I am very happy the way you cooperate, are very professional and neat. Installers knew
their business and work ethics were super excellent.” ~ David G., Vernon, BC

“Work was completed quickly and professionally. Followup was good no problems. Highly
recommended!!!” ~ Brenda A., Vernon, BC

“The service was done in a professional and courteous manner. My thanks for leaving a tidy area at the
conclusion of installation.” ~ Irene M., Vernon, BC
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